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Canadian father unloads on Justin Trudeau… ‘F you for
killing my son!’…
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Canadian father who lost his son to the Pfizer jab, 
emotionally reacts to Justin Trudeau lying under oath 
about demonizing and name calling against the 
unvaxxed.
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The father did not discover that his son had been vaccinated until he read the autopsy report. He is a
trucker and on the road a lot. He asked his son NOT to get jabbed but it was a requirement to play
hockey.

 

He took the jab without telling his father.

 

 

 

 

 

Sean David Hartman died from Vaccine cardiac issues at age 17
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Heartbreaking.
The bottomless Evil of The Leftists still literally takes my breath away.
Buying more brass today!

Murderers are getting away with murder.

Trust the science, that is why the records for big pharm were sealed for 75 years

  

Join the discussion...
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Hangman’s noose for Trudeau et al.

That’s too good for them! Suggest you read what they did to Guy Fawkes and his fellow
conspirators who perpetrated the Gunpowder Plot in England in 1606.

FJT and FJB !

Meanwhile in San Diego…there is a “Moderna Super Vax Center”. And people are…lining up
for shots! What in the actual burning hell is going on? All this information and people are lining
up like complete zombies! How can there even BE a “super vax center” at this point?!

(They had to pause it because 6 people had “allergic reactions” in a cluster….)

Stupid is as stupid does my mommy always said

I’m okay with this, it’s separating the wheat from the chaff. I can’t fix stupid, and I’m tired
of trying.
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https://twitter.com/palminder1990/status/1596287838492164100

Your kid was obese and out of shape. Don’t blame it on the vax, blame the kid.

So all the athletes dropping dead were obese you’re saying?…wtf. Trolls gonna troll.

Thanks for reminding us all “Bob” that real evil exists. You’re living proof. Would you like
to find out what happens when good and evil collide? Tell me where you live and I’ll fly out
next week and post the video right here on this thread for everyone to see. You game
Bobby?

He was 17 dork

You, Bob, make it really hard to not hate. Dear Lord, give me the strength to forgive Bob’s
willful stupidity and meanness rather than mirror it.
Bob, please stay in your safe place till help arrives.
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This guy is justifiably amped. Justin Castro is fortunate he wasn’t
within arms length of this bereaved father, because Turd(o)’s

scrawny, petunia neck would have been snapped in 10 places. Frankly, part of me wishes for
the entertainment–it would’ve been a popcorn moment for me if not at the expense of yet
another innocent child cut down by globalist scum.

may innocent young sean rest in heavenly grace and satanic communist justin burn in hades.

The COVID virus did not affect 99.9% of people. Most of the people affected were above 60
years old and the death rate was very low. As the age got younger there was no affect. In past
pandemic in the late 60s the USA had 1M people affected yet the country did not close
anything or push vaccines on the country, which had 177M at the time.

Initial reports by various Doctors in all parts of the USA was that a combination of
HQC+Ivermectin+Z-pack would stop the COVID virus quickly. This was reported via the
internet but was quickly blocked on the internet. The question is why was that blocked and
who got the various internet providers to block it?

The COVID vaccines, which are actually “Emergency Drugs” were put out by multiple Big
Pharma companies. The release of these go against “The Nuremburg Code” and the US
Laws we have for that. The COVID virus was created in China as is Big Pharma vaccines.

Normally to do a proper vaccine it takes a very small sample of the virus and then about five
years of testing and putting it out to the public without over 100 people have side affects or
deaths. This was not done as the “Emergency Drugs” were listed as vaccines to all ages,
pushed heavily, pushed by corporations and government or you would lose your job, and in
many times people got sent to Hospitals. Once in a Hospital they died. It seems the same was
done in Canada.
The Emergency Drugs since they were put out quickly does not fully have a listing of what
affect they will have on people. The US government gave the Big Pharma companies freedom
from being sued. The issues that are being seen are people are having Heart Attacks,
Massive Blood Clots, and other issues. The open question is: Was this planned to kill off
people?

You skipped the part about how if they admitted there were treatments (ivermectin) they
could not have legally put the vax out on an EUA.
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Vote Center Camera Malfunction Generator Team Lead

Trudeau doesnt care. He has that gay happy smile on his face as he pushes for more to take
the killer jab. If you havent heard, there is an even newer vax coming out shortly, not the one
that just came out. that would put you in line to take a total of 6 shots, the first two, plus two
boosters, plus the current vax, and now the upcoming vax. people are poisoning themselves
for no protection.

The goverments still have not answered nany question about Covid-19 and the deadly side
effects of the vaccine. Yet many government agencies are still pushing it and in some cases,
requiring it or allowing it to be required. You would think this would have been corrected based
known information. Actions left untaken are indicative of conspiracies yet to be uncovered.

Just InTreaudeu and his ilk:

“It’s people OF the Government, BY the Government, and FOR the Government. And don’t
you forget it!”

We need more people like this father to speak up and speak out.
People are dying left and right, dropping like flies.
And you can just BET that Turdeau got saline in his shot.

There are no words vicious enough to describe our GLOBALIST PSYCHOPATHIC
OVERLORDS!!!! 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

RIP.

 

 

 

 

 



And Fcuk Pfizer.

If you inject this shit into yourself in Dec of 2022…

YOU ARE A FOOL.
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Wow. God bless your son and your family.

Trudeau is well along banning gun ownership in Canada.
When the majority of people finally figure out their health has been permanently ruined &
loved ones killed by the vax,
vax tyrants like Trudeau are going to face some “pitchforks” in the night so to speak.
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Defibrillators in playgrounds,billboards normalizing kids dying of heart issues,trannies envied
and held in high esteem,patriotism punished etc etc . What f’d up world we live in.

Good heavens!  This is unprecedented.  The CDC’s own flu map for the week ending
November 26 is out, and it looks just plain grim.  I’ve checked every week of every year since
2008 on the CDC’s own website showing these maps, and it has *never* looked this bad
before, not even in a January or February of a bad flu season.  Not one November has looked
even vaguely like this.  There is an Occam’s Razor  explanation for it.  

It is becoming clearer, and more available to the public, that those who got the jabs –
especially those who got a 3rd or 4th shot – are demonstrating some moderate to severe
compromise in their general immune response to pretty much  everything.  They are getting
multiple bouts of Covid, the flu, and even RSV, which, until now, was seldom of any concern
whatsoever to healthy adults and children over the age of 3.  And RSV is rampant (and more
severe) in the infant and toddler group it usually affects, and some of this can be explained by
research showing that newborns born to mothers who got the jabs are having a much more
difficult time making sufficient white blood cells.

The CDC link is below.  Below that is a more simplified map from the Weatherbug site using
the same data.  

The Chastisement is, indeed, a just recompense for our own sins and those of our benighted
generation, and its instruments are primarily the direct consequences of our own folly, willful
error and hubris. How doleful, then, are our times!

https://www.cdc.gov/flu/weekly/usmap.htm

https://www.weatherbug.com/news/Weekly-Flu-Update

Thanks for pointing this out.
I am collecting data to show people.

You’re welcome. One thing to point out to people is that, on the CDC site linked
above, anyone can click on a given year (back to 2008) and drag the scroll bar at
the top to quickly see each weeks’s ILI (Influenza Like Illness, which is CDC’s
term) activity on the map. People can then see for themselves how utterly
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unprecedented the current map is. Remember, we haven’t even gotten into the
“usual” peak part of the flu season yet…

All these leaders should be tried for genocide

My beautiful mother taught me well I never bought into this covid (flu) from day one and when
the shut downs happened I knew it was to sabotage President Trump from the get go .see my
mom passed away from cancer March 6 , 2020 and then boom lock downs . And when that
idiot died from an overdose of fentanyl and there were hundreds of people at his funeral and I
couldn’t have one for my mom ! That was the tipping point for me ! And when trump got
cheated out of his 2nd term I knew then That I will never trust anyone from our government
ever again . And I don’t trust doctors either especially when they try to tell me I should get the
jab , my daughters pediatrician told me and my daughter to get jabbed and I said hell know
and walked out ! Until the evil politicians and the jab pushers get there ass thrown in jail I don’t
trust any of them.! FJB and trump won!

I cannot express the deep feelings I have for this man’s rage and agony. I hope that he can
somehow find peace, but it will take a long time. That time would be much shorter if there
were some kind of justice for what has been done to him, and all of us.

27, on the 17… these are numbers the military uses to identify themselves as propaganda
operations. This story is staged.

No it ain’t
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What kind of crap you smoke john?

John your the true denier….fn bot.

It’s happening all over Canada. Many sports organizations req’d the vax to play.

There isn’t an “we’re sorry” excuse I will accept. It was organized, planned and demonic.
100% intentional. They got rid of Trump, set up permanent mail in fraud, wrecked small
business, ripped up our Bill of rights. And – oh yes- murdered and maimed untold millions.
They’re sorry? Omg eff off

I would like to remind everyone…look up : SPARS pandemic exercise 2017
It is easy to find. Download the PDF of the ” handbook”. It is about a 70 page book. We are
starting to transition to Chapter 19 of the book. Yesterday, I attended a work sponsored
luncheon for county employees. Out of a workforce of 500…we have had at least one vax
death I know of personally ( RIP Bubba..my friend). As I stared around the room of about
200….I wondered in my mind…how many. How many that today I have lunch with..will be
debilitated or dead one year from now.

We need public trials and public executions for a lot of politicians all over the world.
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Politicians favourite word is ” Inquiry ” . In the end nobody goes to jail. If they started to make
these psychopaths accountable it would smarten a lot of these asses up in a hurry.

You have to believe that at some point this is going to happen to the wrong father who will
exact vengeance.

or, maybe the right one.

…I can’t even begin to imagine the sum of pain and grief. the ascent of a human being is the
appearance of empathy and an awareness that we belong to one another. even some animals
acquire a certain measure of empathy but, a politician without empathy is a carrier of death.

If this father busted Trudue right between the eyes with a 2X4 to fix his thinking, I would
sympathize. The fact is, even here in the US, we are in great need of harsh punishments for
government elected, appointed, or hired to keep them on the straight and narrow in service to
the people. .

Instead, we are about to get another round of “investigations”,
subpoena’s, and the much-watched testimonies!!
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Our Congress Critters just cannot wait to place their reading glasses
on the ends of their noses and stare over the edge of the frame, and…

show that they are appalled,
indignant,
respond with a smart-ass comment (looking at you, Sen. Kennedy), and then…

nothing.

Fox will show all the sound bites and interview the smart-ass politician.

Still nothing.

‘Hope you enjoyed the show!

Canadian and American were feed a BS about COVID Vaccine from their government who
has become a Marxist government that do not give a SH** about people and country. So, in
closing it more then time to remove these people from government ASAP. It will take a lot of
courage to do so, if we let it continue it will get worse and worse by then it will be to late. The
government leaders of the world are be controlled by a group of people who wnat world
domination and will try and get it at any cost of human life. COVID-19 is just the beginning and
they got away with it, with a lot of people dying for no just reason. So in closing 2nd time, open
your eyes you are being manlipulated by our government. GOD BLESS

The first Two Amendments of the US Constitution says it all.
1. Freedom of speech….basis of all democracy
2 Right to bare arms…..citizens maintain their freedom in the face of tyranny.

The reason the great Reset/WEF elitist….the Gates and Schwabs of this world…. people are
fearful and preach against these two amendments.

We are a REPUBLIC!!!! Please people, stop using the word democracy.
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https://thefederalistpapers.org/us/democracy-vs-a-republic-perfectly-explained-for-
dummies
I’m not calling anyone a dummy, but the meaning and definition of words matters
and the “woke” Marxists are trying to destroy original meaning and definition of
words.
For Americans: We are a republic!
https://constitutionus.com/democracy/ what-is-a-republic/

Ben Franklin: “A Republic…if you can keep it.”

Mrs. Powel of Philadelphia asked Benjamin Franklin, “Well, Doctor, what have we
got, a republic or a monarchy?” With no hesitation whatsoever, Franklin responded,
“A republic, if you can keep it.”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

But don’t take our word for it! Consider the words of the Founding Fathers
themselves, who — one after another — condemned democracy.

• Virginia’s Edmund Randolph participated in the 1787 convention. Demonstrating a
clear grasp of democracy’s inherent dangers, he reminded his colleagues during
the early weeks of the Constitutional Convention that the purpose for which they
had gathered was “to provide a cure for the evils under which the United States
labored; that in tracing these evils to their origin every man had found it in the
turbulence and trials of democracy….”

• John Adams, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, championed the new
Constitution in his state precisely because it would not create a democracy.
“Democracy never lasts long,” he noted. “It soon wastes, exhausts and murders
itself.” He insisted, “There was never a democracy that ‘did not commit suicide.’”

• New York’s Alexander Hamilton, in a June 21, 1788 speech urging ratification of
the Constitution in his state, thundered: “It has been observed that a pure
democracy if it were practicable would be the most perfect government.
Experience has proved that no position is more false than this. The ancient
democracies in which the people themselves deliberated never possessed one
good feature of government. Their very character was tyranny; their figure
deformity.” Earlier, at the Constitutional Convention, Hamilton stated: “We are a
Republican Government. Real liberty is never found in despotism or in the
extremes of Democracy.”

• James Madison, who is rightly known as the “Father of the Constitution,” wrote in
The Federalist, No. 10: “… democracies have ever been spectacles of turbulence
and contention; have ever been found incompatible with personal security, or the
rights of property; and have in general been as short in their lives as they are
violent in their deaths.” The Federalist Papers, recall, were written during the time
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of the ratification debate to encourage the citizens of New York to support the new
Constitution.

• George Washington, who had presided over the Constitutional Convention and
later accepted the honor of being chosen as the first President of the United States
under its new Constitution, indicated during his inaugural address on April 30, 1789,
that he would dedicate himself to “the preservation … of the republican model of
government.”

• Fisher Ames served in the U.S. Congress during the eight years of George
Washington’s presidency. A prominent member of the Massachusetts convention
that ratified the Constitution for that state, he termed democracy “a government by
the passions of the multitude, or, no less correctly, according to the vices and
ambitions of their leaders.” On another occasion, he labeled democracy’s majority
rule one of “the intermediate stages towards … tyranny.” He later opined:
“Democracy, in its best state, is but the politics of Bedlam; while kept chained, its
thoughts are frantic, but when it breaks loose, it kills the keeper, fires the building,
and perishes.” And in an essay entitled The Mire of Democracy, he wrote that the
framers of the Constitution “intended our government should be a republic, which
differs more widely from a democracy than a democracy from a despotism.”

In light of the Founders’ view on the subject of republics and democracies, it is not
surprising that the Constitution does not contain the word “democracy,” but does
mandate: “The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a
republican form of government.”

If you’re not willing to kill the people who perpetrated this your part of the problem

That includes anybody that went along with it……ceos….. Educators…..drs……
employers

You are = you’re.
Please consider this fact when writing.

“Your” is incorrect.
🙂
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Oh please shut up grammar police. Nobody cares.

Please consider that most people just dictate texts and let their stupid phone do
the typing

What really chaps my ass is that the government is still doing public service announcements
to get your booster and that it is “safe and effective”. Not only is it a BS message but we are
paying for it as well.

When are we all going to get that mad? Things will continue to get worse until we do and as a
group.

If the founding fathers were born 20 years ago, we would already have a clear statement of
revolt, and we would not pay taxes or fund or execute any gov’t contracts until “MANY” were
jailed or Tared and Feathered for there crimes….

Problem is the gay genitalmen of 300 years ago had more testosterone than 90% of the men
today.

never trust the government thats why I didn’t get the jab………
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Stribog

ShakinHerHead

11    Reply  December 3, 2022 10:10 am

James Austin

0  Reply  December 5, 2022 5:40 am

In terms of the stages of grief, the anger stage is upon us. Even the brainwashed
left is beginning to exit the denial stage.

These governments, including ours have committed the worst atrocity in world history on it’s
citizens.
F*king right we are angry.

content://media/external/file/77225
Watch out disney pajamas being recalled because of lead in them.
Yes they are trying to kill the children in all ways

I’ll bet they were made in China.
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